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ABSTRACT 

Building Information Modeling is a medium for information exchange 

across engineering disciplines in construction projects. It is primarily 

used to communicate design intent between the disciplines and allows 

all the pertinent participants to envision the project prior to 

construction. However, Building Information Modeling (BIM) has 

shortcomings in its ability to share information across different 

engineering software platforms. It is deficient in its ability to use the 

three-dimensional data contained within its models for evaluation by the 

relevant project participants. The motivation for this research is to 

properly identify the issues with current BIM tools and applications. In 

the context of building projects, the use of BIM has been increasing due 

to its ability to identify issues with a building design and to share 

information more easily between project participants involved, such as 

the owners, architects, engineers, and contractors. BIM has been used 

to a limited degree as a means of exchanging the computer models 

between engineering disciplines, but this has seen limited use and there 

are questions as to its abilities in this regard. There is a shortage of 

information regarding structural analysis programs’ ability to interface 

with BIM production software, such as Autodesk Revit. Previous research 

focused on only one or two analysis programs and their interactions with 

BIM models and software. The purpose of this research is to compare 

common structural analysis platforms’ accuracy with one another as well 

as their support of BIM software. Several commonly used structural 

analysis programs were compared, one being of particular interest, 

called Robot Structural Analysis. Robot is linked with Revit and part of 

the Autodesk ecosystem; Revit cannot perform structural analysis so 

Robot’s purpose is to have the structural analysis platform readily 

interoperable with BIM. Robot’s abilities in structural analysis and 

support for BIM were compared with other programs. The results of this 

study found that the major analytical platforms can support BIM in some 

fashion, albeit limited. There are often significant issues with working 

with the BIM models, which reduce productivity and can create the 

potential for errors. Additionally, Robot was found to integrate well with 

Revit, and satisfactorily performed structural analysis and design for 

various types of structures. 
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